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Preface

Steven Paul Scher

In recent decades, interdisciplinarity has had a profound impact
upon humanistic studies and has occasioned exciting and inno-
vative critical developments. As a result, more and more scholars
and critics today are willing to probe the validity of traditional
disciplinary premises, to reconceive the scope, aims, and inter-
pretive trends of their own disciplines in relation to other fields,
and to cross disciplinary boundaries while pursuing discrete
research interests.

Methods that have emerged in literary criticism and theory since
World War II have been particularly influential in charting the
course of interdisciplinary inquiry. Since the early sixties, when
New Criticism had lost its persuasiveness, there has been an
unprecedented proliferation of theoretical approaches. Poststruc-
turalism, hermeneutics, semiotics, reception aesthetics, and
deconstruction, as well as Marxist, feminist, psychoanalytic, and
reader-response criticism, and more recently New Historicism, are
prominent examples. Diverse and disparate as these theories may
be, their practitioners are generally willing to transcend disci-
plinary confines and apply insights and perspectives of other disci-
plines and media. Indeed, "the whole of what the French call the
human sciences is being more or less rapidly transformed into
something called theory, which encompasses not only literary
criticism but also philosophy, history, art history, musicology,
architecture, psychology, and social and political theory as well."1

The notion of interdisciplinarity thus appears to be ubiquitous and
compelling.

But while ample scholarly attention has been devoted to the
interrelations of literature and the visual arts, not nearly as much
effort has been expended on the reciprocal illumination of litera-
1 Clayton Koelb and Susan Noakes, eds., The Comparative Perspective on Literature: Approaches

to Theory and Practice (Ithaca and London, 1988), p. 6.
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ture and music. In part this is because musicology itself commands
such a formidable technical apparatus for analysis; in part, its
nonrepresentationality makes music more difficult to view as an
analogue to literature than painting. Nevertheless, "melopoetics"
seems to fare well in the critical climate of postmodernism; during
the last decade or so, musico-literary study has become a respected
and increasingly popular field of interdisciplinary research. While
it is true that "extended comparative studies of musical and
literary works are still rare [and] good ones are downright
scarce,"2 substantial progress has been made in the last few years
by musically sophisticated literary critics who have written on the
multifarious relations between music and text.3

On the musical side the rate of progress has been slower: until
recently, of all humanistic disciplines, the study of music has been
perhaps least receptive to novel critical approaches. Lately,
however, the potential interpretive, critical, and analytical benefits
of melopoetics as a rewarding area of cross-disciplinary research
have been recognized by a growing number of literary-minded
musical scholars of diverse persuasions and specialities.

That attitudes in musical scholarship concerning the function
and value of interdisciplinary critical strategies have indeed
changed significantly in recent years is a conviction shared by the
scholars writing in this volume. Taken together, the essays in Music
and Text: Critical Inquiries demonstrate how musical and literary
studies can combine forces effectively on the common ground of
contemporary critical theory and interpretive practice. For the
first time in a broadly conceived framework devoted entirely to
scrutiny of the interactions between music and text, noted musico-
logists and literary critics explore here specific affinities and shared
2 Lawrence Kramer, "Dangerous Liaisons: The Literary Text in Musical Criticism,"

Wth-Century Music 13 (1989), 159. The term "melopoetics," suggested here by Kramer to
designate the comparative discipline of "musico-literary study," is felicitous and should
gain wide currency among its practitioners.

3 See especially Lawrence Kramer, Music and Poetry: The Nineteenth Century and After
(Berkeley, 1984); Steven Paul Scher, ed., Literatur und Musik. Ein Handbuch zur Theorie und
Praxis eines komparatistischen Grenzgebietes (Berlin, 1984); Herbert Lindenberger, Opera: The
Extravagant Art (Ithaca and London, 1984); Margaret M. Stoljar, Poetry and Song in Late
Eighteenth-Century Germany (London, 1985); Jean-Louis Cupers, Aldous Huxley et la musique.
A la manure de Jean-Sebastian (Brussels, 1985); John Neubauer, The Emancipation of Music
from Language: Departure from Mimesis in Eighteenth-Century Aesthetics (New Haven and
London, 1986); David M. Hertz, The Tuning of the Word: The Musico-Literary Poetics of the
Symbolist Movement (Carbondale, 111., 1987); Robert Spaethling, Music and Mozart in the
Life of Goethe (Columbia, S. C , 1987); Jean-Louis Cupers, Euterpe et Harpocrate ou le defi
litteraire de la musique. Aspects methodologiques de Vapproche musico-litteraire (Brussels, 1988); and
Lawrence Kramer, Music and Cultural Practice, 1800-1900 (Berkeley, 1990).
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concerns. They do so by focusing on diverse topics such as literary
theory as a model for musical criticism, genre theories in literature
and music, the criticism and analysis of texted music, and the role
of aesthetic, historical, and cultural understanding in concepts of
text-music convergence. This list of salient topics, while indicative
of areas and orientations of general concern in the individual
essays, is by no means exhaustive. What is more, readers of these
essays may well discern two ways to conceptualize specific issues:
first, the conjunction of cultural and historical approaches which
aim to interpret musical and literary works through the construc-
tion of the cultural contexts from which they arose and second, the
refinement of interpretation by drawing from outside the work's
immediate discipline on the many theoretical and critical methods
that have emerged in recent years in both literary and musical
studies. That these two modes of approach are not mutually
exclusive but actually complement each other reinforces the rele-
vance of such a critical enterprise.

Diversity and interdisciplinary breadth, as well as an over-
arching coherence of purpose, were the chief criteria for assembling
these essays, presented originally as papers at a conference at
Dartmouth College in 1988 and revised for the present volume.
Music and Text: Critical Inquiries thus offers a wide range of inno-
vative methodologies, critical directions, and new perspectives on
familiar and more recent musical and literary works. Most impor-
tantly, the essays that follow are unified not by common ideology
but by the common subject matter —  music and text.4 The rather
generally formulated section headings are not meant to be pres-
criptive for the essays subsumed under them; they serve merely to
highlight certain theoretical, critical, analytical, historical, thema-
tic, rhetorical, or genre-oriented preoccupations and concerns
shared by two or more of the authors.

An integral part of this book is the concluding essay by Hayden
White in which he traces, with consummate skill, just how and to
what extent the diverse preoccupations and concerns that deter-
mine the contributors' premises and interpretive strategies never-
theless cohere in presenting a musico-literary panorama consonant
with contemporary theory and critical/historical praxis. As a prac-

4 Throughout this book, the conjunction of "music and text" is used in its broadest sense
which includes, but is not restricted to, matters of texted music such as musical settings of
texts in opera and song. For example, the issue of Contemporary Music Review entitled Music
and Text (vol. 5, 1989) focuses exclusively on problems of word-setting.
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ticing interdisciplinary critic himself, the historian White offers a
circumspect and non-biased opinion on the state of affairs in
musical and literary scholarship. He reviews the individual essays
in searching analytical detail and discusses them polemically in
relation to each other, uncovers fundamental alliances that group
them together, identifies specific trends and directions in both
disciplines that are likely to lead to further scholarly exchange
based on a more refined and viable musical-literary discourse; and
finally, by generalizing the critical issues raised throughout, he
locates the ambitious enterprise of contemplating "music and text"
in the larger context of intellectual history.

It is our hope that this book will stimulate similar collaborative
efforts that will strengthen the prospects of melopoetics as a com-
parative discipline: "What [this] still-incipient discipline might
have to offer is not drastic innovation but greater explicitness,
resources of enrichment, wider interpretive adventure."5

Steven Paul Scher
Dartmouth College

5 Kramer, "Dangerous Liaisons," p. 167.
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Institutional dimensions and the

contexts of listening





1
Music and literature: the
institutional dimensions

John Neubauer

I
Comparative studies may look at the contacts, overlappings, and
interactions between fields, or they may consider general analogies
and contrasts between them. The former undoubtedly provide a
sounder base and surer methodology than general comparisons,
which are often arbitrary in their choices and vague in their
conclusions. But interactions and overlappings usually occur at the
disciplinary margins, which tend to appear indeed marginal to
those who work in the respective fields.

Like most comparatists, I question the epistemological value of
disciplinary boundaries, but, as my very title indicates, I recognize
that we live in institutions whose divisional boundaries, however
arbitrary, are difficult to overcome. Genuinely successful inter-
disciplinary studies of a "margin" will have to convince the schol-
ars at the center that questions at the margin are actually central
to their field. Such studies should foster then a perspectival shift
of what is important in a field, a reinterpretation of what is center
and what is margin.

Within mixed genres, like opera and the Lied, the music is more
often part of the canonical musical repertoire than the text of the
canonized literature. Though dual genres are both legitimate and
important as subjects of comparative studies, they usually yield
specialized results which do not lend themselves to the kind of
generalized conclusions that are necessary to combat professional
parochialism. If we are to convince our colleagues that the joint
study of music and literature is important, we must demonstrate
that our conclusions affect what they do.

These introductory remarks on "disciplinary politics" should
give a taste of my institutional approach and indicate at th.e same
time that I shall be concerned with broad comparisons and con-
trasts rather than with specific "interactions." The urgency of my
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topic is indicated by the great interest that both musicologists and
literary critics have shown in institutional approaches to their own
fields. The time may be ripe to explore these approaches on a
comparative basis.

This recent interest is manifest in theoretical and historical
studies of the institutions and conventions that govern the creation,
dissemination, and reception of artworks, which is itself part of a
general shift from subject-centred, idealist, intellectual, and diplo-
matic explanations to sociological studies from "below," be they of
the Marxist, neo-Marxist, or the Annales-school variety. To this
general, art-external factor we may add several art-internal, aes-
thetic factors, foremost among them the twentieth-century devel-
opment of the arts itself, the renewed effort by each generation to
wash out the structures and borders of artworks established by the
previous generations.

This constant disassembling and parodying of previous art,
emblematized by Duchamp's exhibiting of a real urinal, has made
it all but impossible to define once and for all what artworks are.
Although there have been many attempts in the twentieth century
to define the essential features of the arts, such ontological defi-
nitions have proved to be an easy prey to critics. The failure of
efforts to define what art is has led to newer approaches that ask
rather how it functions.1 And this leads to questions about institu-
tions, for functioning always takes place within a social-
institutional framework.

The shift from ontological towards functional approaches to art
is evident in Arthur Danto's article on the "Artworld," which
focuses on art that traditionally would not have been considered
art at all. After considering the work of Warhol, Rauschenberg,
and others, Danto concludes: "To see something as art requires
something the eye cannot descry - an atmosphere of artistic theory,
a knowledge of history of art: an artworld."2 In other words, an
object becomes art if it is placed within the historical, critical, and
1 When asked what attracts him to Wittgenstein, John Cage answered that he had retained

the sentence: "Something's meaning is how you use it." (Daniel Charles, ed., For the Birds,
John Cage in Conversation with Daniel Charles [Boston and London, 1981], p. 153.) Cage
presumable refers to Wittgenstein's statement on language: "Die Bedeutung eines Wortes
ist sein Gebrauch in der Sprache" (Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations', trans.
G. E. M. Anscombe, 3rd edn. [New York, 1968], p. 20), but Wittgenstein adds that not
all word-meanings are defined by use.

2 Arthur Danto, "The Artworld," in Culture and Art, ed. Lars Aagard-Mogensen (Atlantic
Highlands, 1976), p. 16. This article first appeared in the Journal of Philosophy 61 (1964),
571-84.
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philosophical matrix of the artworld. Danto shifts from internal to
external defining features, but the external matrix is for him
intellectual rather than sociological. It is therefore appropriate
that he should speak of an "artworld" rather than of an art
institution.

George Dickie takes Danto's approach a step further by
explicitly subtitling his book "An Institutional Analysis." Like
Danto, Dickie turns to institutions because earlier attempts have
failed to define artworks,3 but, whereas Danto takes issue with
those who want to define artworks in terms of special internal
"aesthetic" features, Dickie polemicizes primarily against those
who approach the issue from the reception side, seeking to define
artworks by reference to the "aesthetic states of mind" they elicit.
Furthermore, Dickie gives little attention to the intellectual con-
ditions of art: he concentrates "on the practices and conventions
used in presenting certain aspects of works of art to their audi-
ences," because he believes that these "presentational conven-
tions" locate or isolate the aesthetic objects.4 Danto's intellectual
"artworld" becomes in Dickie's adaptation an institution with "an
established practice."5 Works become aesthetic if they are objects
of this institutional practice.

Thus Dickie's notion of institutional practice corresponds to the
notion of literary competence and conventions that Jonathan
Culler established coming from structuralist linguistics. For Culler
wants to reformulate statements of "facts about literary texts" in
terms of "conventions of literature and operations of reading"
occurring within literature as an institution. Thus, for instance,
instead of defining literary texts in terms of their internal features
of fictionality, we may say "that to read a text as literature is to
read it as fiction."6 If a text is placed within the literary institution,
we apply to it modes of understanding that treatments of fiction
have conventionalized, and we may apply those modes even to
historical, philosophical, or psychoanalytical texts that are not
normally considered fictional. No text is fiction by virtue of its
internal features; texts become fiction by being treated as such.

Another institutional approach to the arts can be traced through
the works of the Frankfurt School, whose major landmarks are
3 George Dickie, Art and Aesthetic. An Institutional Analysis (Ithaca, N. Y., 1974), p. 10.
4 Ibid.,p. 12. 5 Ibid., p . 31.
6 Jonathan Culler, Structuralist Poetics (Ithaca, N. Y., 1975), p. 128. Culler's reformulation

may rid us of the problem of defining fiction in terms of internal features, but it continues
to hold on to the equally problematic notion that literature is fiction.
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Walter Benjamin's essay on the impact of the "reproducible"
artforms of photography and film, Theodor Adorno's sociology of
music, and Peter Burger's notion of literature as institution.

Adorno's music sociology, which originated in the early 1930s
and culminated in his 1961-62 introductory lectures, offers a
wealth of brilliant ideas on the concrete musical institutions of
opera, chamber music, music criticism, and the orchestra. Further-
more, it paves the way towards reception-oriented interpretations
by repeatedly demonstrating that social practices may ill fit or
abuse particular musical forms. Thus, for instance, Adorno's
lecture on opera7 sets out to disprove the traditional assumption
that "der asthetische Stand musikalischer Formen und Gebilde
und ihre gesellschaftliche Funktion harmonierten ohne weiteres.
Statt dessen kann die Rezeption von Gebilden von ihrem gesell-
schaftlichen Ursprung und Sinn bis zum Bruch sich entfernen."8

It should be obvious from this formulation that in Adorno's view
intrinsic meaning remains the standard. The meaning acquired by
institutional practices may deviate from this meaning, but it does
not by itself create meaning, it does not endow previously as yet
"meaningless" works with semantic content. Adorno repeatedly
criticizes those who blithely ascribe concrete and definite semantic
content to music, but he too believes that musical form can be
transcribed into verbal meaning by way of a "materiale Formen-
lehre."9 After all, the "asthetische Stand musikalischer Formen
und Gebilde" can clash with their social use only if these "Formen
und Gebilde" have an intrinsic, use-independent (perhaps even
intentional) meaning. Precisely this belief is questioned in recent,
more radical institutional approaches to the arts.

The work of Adorno and Benjamin became Peter Burger's point
of departure in formulating an explicitly "institutional" analysis
of the historical avant-garde. According to Burger, "art as insti-
tution" [Institution Kunst) includes "the art-producing and art-
distributing apparatus as well as the dominant ideas about art in a
certain epoch, which essentially determine the reception of
works."10 This general definition serves as a basis for Burger's two
theses: first, that art's autonomy is the informing idea of the
art-institution in the bourgeois epoch, and second, that this bour-
geois institution was radically, but unsuccessfully, attacked by the

7 Theodor W. Adorno, Einleitung in die Musiksoziologie (Frankfurt am Main, 1962),
pp. 81-95.

8 /AM/., p. 81. 9 Ibid., p. 72.
10 Peter Burger, Theorie der Avantgarde, 3rd edn. (Frankfurt am Main, 1981), p. 29.
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historical avant-garde in the early decades of this century. I shall
return to these notions later.

We may look at the emergence of institutional theories from yet
another angle, by following the twists and turns of twentieth-
century critical conceptions. Musical analysis and New Criticism,
the dominant modes of mid-century, focused on "the work in
itself," its internal features; they questioned the notion that art was
"expression" and they rejected the "genetic fallacy" that scholar-
ship was to recover authorial intentions. Both musical and literary
scholarship turned against the idealistic view that the author's
transcendental subject was the defining origin and center of art-
works, and maintained that one could identify a core of stable
meaning in artworks without reference to the originating subject
behind them. Reference to subjects as receptors or consumers of
artworks was considered to be a similar, "affective" fallacy.

Postmodernists find the "work in itself" diffuse rather than
organically coherent and meaningful. Their sensitivity to the "fuz-
ziness" of literary texts may actually move literature closer to
music, for it attributes a kind of elusive semantic content to litera-
ture that has traditionally been considered typical of music. From
a postmodernist perspective, New Criticism's search for intrinsic
meaning in texts is a form of fact-chasing that merely displaces the
earlier positivist search for biographical and historical facts. Post-
modernist critical theorists are apt to point out that both forms of
positivism tend to camouflage the personal and ideological bias of
interpretation.

That artworks have a "weak identity" is an idea that informs
such widely differing conceptions as Gadamer's hermeneutics,
Wolfgang Iser's "Leerstellen," Umberto Eco's "open works of
art," Roland Barthes's "scriptible" texts, and various formulations
of "expression," including Nelson Goodman's definition of it as
"metaphoric exemplification."11 All of these notions imply today's
critical commonplace that artworks are inexhaustibly interpreta-
ble, but they draw different consequences from it. Deconstruction-
ist critics like Derrida or de Man trace the indeterminacy of texts to
the nature of language itself.12 Their critique of logocentrism, their

11 See Hans-Georg Gadamer, Wahrheit und Methode (Tubingen, 1960); Wolfgang Iser, Der
Akt des Lesens (Munich, 1976); Umberto Eco, The Role of the Reader (Bloomington, 1979);
Roland Barthes, S/Z (Paris, 1970); and Nelson Goodman, Languages of Art, 2nd edn. (Ind.
1976).

12 The work of Michel Foucault represents a special case for two reasons. Following
Nietzsche, Foucault occasionally takes a "deconstructionist" view of language, although
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sophisticated exploration of the breaks, discrepancies, and contra-
dictions in the "languages of art" (Goodman) have undermined
the age-old belief in the unity and determinacy of artworks and
offer no substitute for it. The lacking logical coherence in language
simultaneously signals the dissolution of the subject as a meta-
physical entity, so that the indeterminate text cannot be given
stable meaning by referring "backward" to the creator's intention.
Artworks are richer than the meaning their authors imputed to
them.13

Of those who agree that authorial intention cannot be the
yardstick of meaning and artworks are intrinsically indeterminate,
many resist a radical deconstruction of meaning by making the
reader, the listener, and the critic or scholar the foundation of
meaning. But how stable can a meaning be if it is imputed by
historically and culturally bound recipients? To this question I
should want to turn by considering recent notions of performance.

II PERFORMANCE
Before the spread of printed books, all three literary genres - poetry
and prose as well as theater - were usually performed, often in
conjunction with some form of music. The silent reading of print
gradually replaced reciting and communal reading, and this led to
a gap between poetry and prose on the one hand, and drama,
which remained a performing art, on the other. Recent literary
criticism has recognized, however, that readers have a constructive
role in making a text, and it has become customary to speak of the
"reader's performance" as an act by which the text is actually
constituted, not unlike the performative constitution of music. Has
literature thereby moved back into the vicinity of music? The
performance-metaphor of literary reception is suggestive and
useful, although I suggest that we not abuse it.

Let us start with the role of notation in performance. If every
aspect of sound-production could be encoded in a score, performers

this is not the image that emerges from his The Order of Things (New York, 1971).
Furthermore, unlike most of the deconstructionists, Foucault is very much interested in
the functioning of institutions and institutional power, as witnessed, for instance, in his
work on the history of madness. Yet his work on institutions seems to run parallel to,
rather than inform, his work on the arts.

13 E. D. Hirsch's well-known proposal, in his Validity in Interpretation (New Haven, 1967), to
distinguish between "meaning" (the author's original intention) and "significance" (a
work's interpretation by the author or anybody else) seems sensible to me but hardly a
practical way to get agreement, since the authorial intention is elusive.
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would have no freedom; creative performance is made possible
because of inadequacies in notation. Composers who no longer
believe that they own and control their work can grant creative
freedom to the performer by reducing or minimizing notation. This
is indeed what John Gage, one of the most radical critics of "well-
wrought" artworks, wants: "my task is to open up the personality; I
also want to open up the work so that it may be interpreted in
various ways"; "we should forget the relationship between writing
and what is heard"; and "the extreme manifestation of this form of
notation would be no more notation at all!"14

Performance is the medium of sign-communication, and hence
an important dimension of semiotic pragmatics. Yet, in spite of its
importance, performance has not received enough attention within
musical semiotics so far. For example, recent volumes of Semiotica
and the Zjitschrift fur Semiotik (exclusively devoted to the semiotics
of music) treat the semantics of musical structure and the inter-
action between musical and verbal signs but they pay little atten-
tion to performance.15 In order to discuss the semiotics of musical
performance, I shall have recourse to Umberto Eco's somewhat
dated article, "The Poetics of the Open Work," which now appears
in his volume The Role of the Reader (1979), though its first version
was published in 1959.

Eco discusses the aesthetics of certain pieces by Stockhausen,
Berio, Pousseur, and Boulez, pieces that authorize the performer to
determine the length of a note or to rearrange the sequence of sub-
divisions. Such pieces, writes Eco, "reject the definitive, concluded
message and multiply the formal possibilities of the distribution of
their elements. They appeal to the initiative of the individual per-
former, and hence they offer themselves, not as finite works which
prescribe specific repetition along given structural coordinates, but
as 'open5 works, which are brought to their conclusion by the per-
former."16 Performers of these compositions may then reassemble
the parts, as readers of Julio Cortazar's Hopscotch may rearrange the
sequence of chapters. Eco believes that this new freedom granted to
the performer opened "a new page in sociology and in pedagogy, as
well as a new chapter in the history of art."17 He compares it with
the introduction of the complementarity principle in physics.18

14 Charles, For the Birds, pp. 59, 60, and 171, respectively.
15 See the special issues of Semiotica 66:1-3 (1987) entitled "Semiotics of Music," and

Zeitschrift fur Semiotik 9:3-4 (1987) entitled "Zeichen und Musik."
16 Eco, The Role of the Reader, p. 49. 17 Ibid., p. 65. 18 Ibid., pp. 58 ff.
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In retrospect, it seems remarkable that Eco should have formu-
lated the notion of "open works," a central idea of postmodernist
aesthetics, in terms of relatively traditional compositions that did
not themselves cireate a tradition, let alone open "a new chapter in
the history of art." It now seems ironic also that Eco was so eager to
distinguish these so-called "works in progress" from "open works"
in general, by claiming that the performer's freedom in "works in
progress" is more radical than the freedom that readers always
enjoyed, especially since the rise of Symbolism and Modernism.
According to Eco, Baroque artists, Mallarme, Joyce, Kafka, and
Brecht wrote "open works," but Boulez, Stockhausen, Pousseur,
and Berio composed "works in progress."19

The distinction seems to me highly questionable on several
grounds. First, the "works in progress" mentioned firmly retain
control over pitch and other musical dimensions and grant only
limited freedom to the performer. John Cage, the true radical,
remarks that Stockhausen's Klavierstuck IX "only deals with the
question of sequence. A kaleidoscopic juxtaposition of fixed frag-
ments can't have anything more than merely ornamental value. . . .
But everything would change, if, instead of playing the eleven
groups organized by the composer one after the other you played
them all at once . . . we wouldn't have to worry about relapsing into
a predetermined organisation!"20

But we need not collapse diachrony into synchrony in the
manner of Cage in order to empower the performer. A number of
older literary works have granted readers the kind of freedom that
Eco finds revolutionary in the mentioned "works in progress." As I
have shown in my Symbolismus und syrnbolische Logik,21 combinato-
rially reconstitutable poetry existed in the seventeenth century, for
instance in the work of the German poet Quirinus Kuhlmann.
Furthermore, a number of important literary works that may not
have been intended as "works in progress" actually remained unfin-
ished and unclear as to the sequence of their parts. The arrange-
ment of the chapters in Kafka's Castle, for instance, has been a
matter of scholarly debate. Holderlin, Georg Trakl, and others
eternally revised certain of their poems so that we now have
several, radically different versions which constitute in their
entirety a genuine "work in progress." While earlier scholarship
19 Ibid., p. 65. 2 0 Charles, For the Birds, pp. 198-99.
21 See John Neubauer, Symbolismus und syrnbolische Logik. Die Idee der Ars Combinatoria in der

Entwicklung der modernen Dichtung (Munich, 1978).
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monumentalized the last version, postmodernist readers, like the
performers of Stockhausen and Berio, find in newer editions a series
of alternative texts that cannot be ranked simply by chronology.
Sensitivity to such choices has multiplied the number of versions
even in cases where the text has hitherto been considered relatively
simple and unique. In the case of King Lear, for instance, tradi-
tional editions conflated the 1608 Quarto and the 1623 Folio
versions, whereas the recent Oxford edition prints both of them.
Finally, and perhaps trivially, completed and definitive artworks
may confront their public with far more radical interpretive alter-
natives than those available to the performers of the mentioned
"works in progress."

It may no longer be possible to make ontological distinctions
between "closed," "open," and "in progress" works. These labels
seem to indicate intrinsic qualities in the works but the boundaries
of the categories shift according to changes in our perception.
Which label we choose for a particular work will largely depend on
our interpretive stance, which in turn is deeply affected by conven-
tions governing our age and our institutions. The current critical
conventions sharpen our eyes and ears to the cracks and faults in
monuments of the past, and as a consequence we see "works in
progress" where our fathers found "open works" and our grand-
fathers "closed" ones. Future conventions may cement the cracks
and faults, they may direct our vision once more to that which
unites rather than separates. But for the time being even the
staunchest defenders of stable meaning are sensitized to interpreta-
bility and the flux of critical perspectives. The diverse forms of
postmodernist thought (including reception aesthetics, deconstruc-
tion, and neo-Marxism) all acknowledge that identity and
meaning are no permanent properties of the work itself but eter-
nally constituted and reconstituted in reading, seeing, and
listening.

A brief excursus concerning authentic performance practices
may illustrate my last point. As a resident of Amsterdam I have the
frequent pleasure of listening to superb performances of seven-
teenth- and eighteenth-century music by Ton Koopman, Frans
Briiggen, Nikolaus Harnoncourt and others. Preoccupied during
the day with problems of postmodern theories of literature in my
teaching and research, I enjoy such musical events also as occasions
for reflection.

The intention to reconstitute music "the way it really was"
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seems to involve the wish to reestablish the historical author's
intentions as the basis of interpretation. If so, this would counter
the trend to increase the performer's freedom, which could only be
achieved by deemphasizing the text and the authorial intentions. I
am aware, of course, that many currents within contemporary
musicology run counter to the philosophy underlying authentic
performance practices. However, this philosophy too has strong
institutional dimensions.

Performances are authenticated by means of historical scores,
instruments, and handbooks. But instruments belong to per-
formers, not to composers, and the few handbooks that survive
cannot intimate the intentions of the many composers contempo-
raneous with them. The scores may be the most direct and exten-
sive indication of what composers intended, but their evidence is
far from clear. Musical notation encodes only a fraction of what
composers have in their minds, and according to Harnoncourt, the
most articulate spokesman of authentic performance practices,
musical notation was sparser in the seventeenth and eighteenth
century. Only the romantic cult of originality and genius led to the
nineteenth-century ideal to record all instructions of the com-
poser.22

Why this should be so is not quite clear from Harnoncourt's
argument. At times he says that performance instructions were less
needed earlier because the performance conventions were shared
by composer and performer alike; at other times he suggests that
earlier scores dispensed with performance indications in order to
grant greater freedom to the performer. Similarly, the advent of
Romanticism signifies to him both a cult of genius and a pedantic
standardization of training, and of playing and recording music -
standardizations he associates with the egalitarian spirit that domi-
nated the Parisian Conservatoire during the revolution.

Be that as it may, Harnoncourt believes that this "creative
freedom of the interpreter, which made every performance into a
unique, inimitable event," is totally alien to the musicians of our
time.23 He favors, then, the eighteenth-century musical conven-
tions because they granted freedom to the performers, and he
advocates their revival in order to rid the performer of the straight-
jacket of contemporary conventions. Thus Harnoncourt is no anti-
quarian: he wants "authentic" performance in order to "emanci-

22 Nikolaus Harnoncourt, Musik ah Klangrede (Salzburg, 1982), p. 43. 23 Ibid., p. 47.
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pate" the performer, something which parallels literary attempts
that aim at the emancipation of the reader: "Der Musiker sollte
doch das Recht haben, jedes Werk mit dem Instrument zu spielen,
das ihm dafur am besten geeignet erscheint, oder die ihm ideal
diinkende Klangkombination zu wahlen."24

A more orthodox and purist revival of the older musical conven-
tions would demand reestablishing all aspects of the old institution.
Besides the use of authentic instruments it would have to involve a
return to the historical locations of performance and even a resusci-
tation of the historical listener - a listener whose mind has been
bleached of nineteenth- and twentieth-century music. Yet, no
matter how much we listen to authentic performances or, for that
matter, how enthusiastically we respond to Harnoncourt's book,
our listening to Rameau and Bach is conditioned by the experience
of Beethoven, Wagner, and Stravinsky, the sound of the modern
orchestra, and the modern instruments. As T. S. Eliot wrote in
"Tradition and the Individual Talent," "The difference between
the present and the past is that the conscious present is an aware-
ness of the past in a way and to an extent which the past's aware-
ness of itself cannot show."25

Like Schiller's sentimental poet, advocates of authentic perform-
ance practices seek to recreate a lost pristine tradition, a Klangrede
of the individual voice that has been drowned out by the ready-
made noise of mass society. But actually they offer exhilarating new
interpretations that manifest a contemporary preoccupation with
performance. Authentic performance practices destabilize the text
by privileging the performer and blurring the line that separates
him from the author.26

The enfranchisement of literary readers, which parallels the
"emancipation" of performers in music, may be indicated by a
shift in the musical metaphor applied to reading. If readers were
formerly enjoined to "listen" to the author's "voice," they are now
encouraged to "perform" acts of reading.

How similar is a reading "performance" to a musical one?
Creative reading and listening may be called performance inas-
much as they bring to life what exists only on paper. Are then
24 Ibid., p . 95.
25 T . S. Eliot, "T rad i t i on and the Individual T a l e n t , " in The Sacred Wood (London, 1920),

p . 52.
26 O n contemporary discussions of authent ic performance practices see Peter Redemeister ,

Historische Auffuhrungspraxis. Eine Einfuhrung (Darmstadt, 1988) which includes a biblio-
graphy of 644 items.
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creative musical listeners, music critics, or musicologists also per-
formers? And if so, how do their performances differ from a violi-
nist's? Furthermore, performances in their traditional sense are
more than just creative interpretations. Playing or practicing alone
is no performance in the usual sense, for this implies display and
necessitates an audience. Of course, reading, listening, and viewing
may be directed towards an audience - for instance if one discusses
a painting with a companion in the museum or publishes an
interpretation of a novel - but they typically occur in private.

Reader-response criticism seldom considers such distinctions
between musical and reading performances. Eco, for instance,
foregrounds the performance metaphor by giving the reader a role,
yet he devotes only a short footnote to the comparison between
recipients and performers. He distinguishes there "the practical
intervention of a 'performer' (the instrumentalist who plays a piece
of music or the actor who recites a passage)," from the act of the
interpreter-consumer, who "looks at a picture, silently reads a
poem, or listens to a musical composition performed by somebody
else." But, having thus associated reception with privacy, and
performance with a public, Eco adds that "for the purposes of
aesthetic analysis" (my italics) both cases "can be seen as different
manifestations of the same interpretative attitude. Every 'reading,'
'contemplation,' or 'enjoyment' of a work of art represents a tacit
or private form of'performance.' "27

To engage in "aesthetic analysis" without considering the
institutional conditions of performance is to ignore much more
than just its public or private character. Let me name just a few of
the institutional conditions. There are levels of performance, deter-
mined by the performer's competence, which, in turn, depends on
experience and training, as well as individual talent. The reading
performance of a literary critic will differ from the performance of a
naive reader of popular novels, just as the listening performances of
a casual concert-goer will differ from those of a music critic or
scholar. The nature and level of the performance will heavily
depend on institutional affiliations, conventions, and training
practices.

Musicians, who perform "literally," and literary readers, who
perform only by way of a metaphor, are trained in vastly different
ways. Musicians need a lengthy technical training to acquire

27 Eco, The Role of the Reader, p. 65.
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certain bodily skills, for which the mental training in literary criti-
cism has no equivalent. Furthermore, musicians prepare their
performances in arduous practices and rehearsals, thereby giving
their public performance considerable stability. Reading has no
rehearsals and we improvise, so to speak, as we go along, even
though we may re-read and re-consider once we are finished or in a
second reading. On the other hand, an interpretation that emerges
from a series of readings and reflections may be more rigorously
cumulative than a musical performance —  unless we include
recorded performances which may be improved.

Institutions are subject to change, and institutional approaches
to the arts must be historically and culturally relativistic. I have
just claimed, for instance, that reading is a silent and essentially
private act, yet in earlier ages reading and reciting for others was
common. Music listening also became more private in our century,
with the advent of recording. Earlier, music listening could only
take place in the presence of a live performer. The new possibility
of listening to recordings in privacy fundamentally changed our
listening habits, but the nature of that impact has hardly been
studied and is difficult to assess. Following Benjamin's essay on
technical reproducibility, we may associate this impact with the
disappearance of "aura." Although we may still listen to music in
the traditional religious or festive secular places, we habitually
listen to it in our home and in our car. Earlier generations also
listened to music at meals, but only we can listen to it while
cleaning our teeth or jogging. Most of our music listening has
become a secondary activity, an accompaniment or background to
something else, and this surely profanes the experience. Yet listen-
ing was always a "social" event, and the institutional circum-
stances of its earlier performance at a meal or in the opera did not
leave its aura untarnished. Could the privacy of listening, now
made possible by recordings, not endow music with a new kind of
aura?

Is there something in the realm of reading that parallels the
impact of recording? The training of writers and musicians, the
various forms of patronage throughout the ages, the institutions of
performance and publishing, the role of criticism and scholarship
in molding public taste - how do all these differ in the two arts?
Such are the issues that comparative studies of institutions could
explore by using the accumulated historical and sociological
material now available in each field separately.
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III INSTITUTIONS
My discussion has gradually shifted from performance to the insti-
tutions within which performances and their preparation occur.
Performances and institutions are interlinked, yet they also point
towards alternative sociological approaches to the arts. The choice
is evident, for instance, in Harnoncourt's hesitation between reviv-
ing the performer's freedom and reviving older conventions. The
two may partially coincide if, as Harnoncourt claims, the older
convention gave greater freedom to the performer than the existing
one, but conventions always limit individual freedom. Similarly,
according to Harnoncourt, post-eighteenth-century music is domi-
nated both by the romantic notion of genius and by institutional
conventionalization and standardization promulgated by the Pari-
sian Conservatoire.

Does the individual performer endow the work with an identity
or are the performance and its reception pre-programmed by the
conventions of the existing institutions? The first view is attractive
because it empowers the individual, but it easily tips over into
idealistic glorifications of the subject. Reader-response theories
have tended to move from the first to the second view, to replace
the performer's individual creativity with social and institutional
conventions.28

The shift to institutional conventions is evident in the work of
Stanley Fish, which is often labelled deconstructionist though it
shares with deconstruction only the premise that texts have no
unequivocal intrinsic meaning. Fish actually claims to counter
those charges of rampant relativism that have been raised against
the deconstructionist weakening of the text. His notions of institu-
tion and convention are meant to recover the stability of meaning
previously based on authorial intention and historical circum-
stances.

Fish asks whether there is a text and answers, "there is and there
isn't": there is none if we mean by it "an entity which always
28 The movement away from idealistic notions of the subject is evident also in the thought of

those, like John Cage, who do not turn to institutional models. Cage playfully defines his
philosophy as "Get out of whatever cage you find yourself in," and this implies an
emancipation of the performer and the listener. But this must be understood in the
framework of Taoism, which principally opposes the imposition of any human will on
sounds: "Impose nothing. Live and let live. Permit each person, as well as each sound, to
be the center of creation"; and "the opening up of everything that is possible and to
everything that is possible is, I believe, what I am seeking." Charles, For the Birds,
pp. 239, 100, and 147, respectively.
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remains the same from one moment to the next," but there is one
"if one means by the text the structure of meanings that is obvious
and inescapable from the perspective of whatever interpretive
assumptions happen to be in force."29

Thus Fish argues that inherently indeterminate texts are con-
cretized within institutions, by "the authority of interpretive
communities" that permits only certain kinds of approaches and
interpretations. These institutionally enforced meanings are, in
Fish's words, "obvious and inescapable" within that particular
interpretive community; once we leave it we shall adopt other,
equally "obvious and inescapable" conventions in another com-
munity, for we never escape the coercing power of institutional
practices.

Fish, together with many others, seems to have deconstructed
the autonomous subject, only to posit in place of it an equally
reified and rigid institution. But, surely, only totalitarian institu-
tions (and often not even they) are consistent, intentionally
unequivocal, and meaningful. "Normal" institutions and their
practices are as pluriform, inconsistent, and permanently fluctuat-
ing as the norms and values of subjects. The Catholic Church is
Inquisition as well as a message of love. And if its "obvious and
inescapable" norms leave such a latitude of choices, what are we to
say of New Criticism, which had no Ten Commandments, no
rituals, and no organized membership?

While we are swayed by institutional norms, we are subject to
several different ones. Earlier, monolithic cultures and modern
totalitarian states may have exclusive power to control us, but
pluralistic cultures divide us. Apart from those few who fully
submit to a single dogma and its institution, the vast majority holds
pluralistic allegiances, as candidates for elections well know. Fish's
claim that the institutional norms of humanistic scholarship are
"obvious and inescapable" is an erroneous adaptation of Thomas
Kuhn's theory of scientific paradigms.30

If paradigms and interpretive communities had absolute sway
over us, it would be difficult to explain why and how institutions
and individuals change. Such changes can only occur if we assume
that individual norms seldom conform totally to the norms of a
single institution, that people usually adhere to different sets of
institutional norms, that institutions are not the sole factor in
2 9 Stanley Fish, Is There a Text in This Class? (Cambridge, Mass., 1980), p . vii.
3 0 See Thomas Kuhn , The Structure of Scientific Revolutions (Chicago, 1962).
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determining human judgment, and, finally, that institutions them-
selves are not monolithic. In fact, as I have shown in an article on
critical pluralism,31 Fish claims for himself a critical freedom that is
incompatible with his institutional theory.

Interpretive communities and traditions - whether those of
music analysis, historicism, New Criticism, or deconstruction -
focus our attention on certain features of an artwork. They place a
differential value on different parts, and suggest certain networks
of association between them. To most twentieth-century listeners
the interpretive conventions of the eighteenth-century Affektenlehre
are a closed book, but we bring to Bach's music norms, values, and
expectations that were unavailable to his contemporary listeners.
If we recover some of the conventions of Affektenlehre by means of
studying historical documents and listening to authentic perform-
ances, we shall have one ear, so to speak, for the eighteenth- and
one for the twentieth-century conventions. Most of our listening,
performing, and reading occurs in a pluralistic institutional setting
and our responses are correspondingly multi-perspectival. Fish has
no adequate explanation for this.

Similar objections can be raised to the other institutional the-
ories. To conceive, as Burger does, of a bourgeois "institution of
literature" that stretches from the end of the eighteenth century to
our days is to subsume under one concept a continuously changing
system that always encompassed several centers and several con-
flicting trends. Furthermore, Burger derives the autonomy idea of
the bourgeois institution of literature from the aesthetic views of
Karl Philipp Moritz, Schiller, and a few other late-eighteenth-
century writers, and not from the history of real institutions.
Though Burger is regarded as a neo-Marxist, in this he seems to be
a latter-day Hegelian, whom Marx has not as yet "turned upside
down." For, surely, the bourgeois publishers and teachers of litera-
ture (to name two institutional representatives) were deeply
enmeshed in the fabric of bourgeois society, even if they believed
that the arts were autonomous.

In sum, today's institutional theories tend to remain abstract
and schematic, and share many of the weaknesses for which the-
ories of the Zeitgeist have rightly been criticized. If they are to
become effective, they will have to develop further the mechanisms
of institutional change, and they will have to admit that the
31 See John Neubauer, "Critical Pluralism and the Confrontation of Interpretations,"
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institutions and conventions of the artworld do not shape exclus-
ively the production and reception of artworks.

A genuine institutional perspective on the arts ought to acknowl-
edge that we participate in many social, political, and intellectual
institutions, whose extra-art conventions and ideologies deeply
affect the judgments we make within the artworld. The artworld is
enmeshed in a system of other institutions, a system that is in
constant flux and hardly ever free of inner contradictions. Further-
more, institutional theories of the arts will have to offer a more
supple account of the behavior of individuals within such institu-
tional constellations. The meaning of artworks will neither be
"obvious" nor "inescapable" if we have several conflicting
institutional loyalties; and it seems only reasonable to assume that
our judgments will, as a rule, not be determined by such loyalties
alone. Faced with a choice, we respond not only to social pressure,
we are swayed also by the coherence of an argument, the quantity
and quality of the evidence, our personal fears, wishes, and
momentary moods. The latter are affected, but not exclusively
determined, by institutions and their conventions. Lest institutions
become fetishes, comparable to the text-fetishes and subject-
fetishes of the past, we must find their mechanism of change, which
will have to include some account of how institutions are shaped by
individuals.

A responsible institutional theory of interpretation will have to
allow that the meaning we attribute to an artwork is co-
determined by properties of the work, the intellectual and
emotional disposition of the observer, and the guiding conventions
in the relevant institution(s). Neither of these is fixed and powerful
enough by itself to define meaning. The numerous and complex
properties of an artwork are always selected and selectively fore-
grounded from a particular perspective that is co-determined by
our personal preferences and by the governing institutional con-
ventions of the moment and location. In terms of Nelson Good-
man's theory,32 artworks have a very large, though limited, set of
qualities, and they will exemplify a certain subset of these according
to the particular circumstances. Thus the sound of the clarinet may
exemplify a particular timbre or pitch, and it may also exemplify
the sweetness or melancholy of a certain musical motif. Timbre and
pitch are measurable qualities of the sound, sweetness and melan-

32 See Goodman, Languages of Art, pp. 45-67.
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choly are metaphorical emotional labels we apply to the configur-
ation of sounds, so that the sounds will express sweetness or melan-
choly for us. Only certain qualities of the sound will be exemplified
to us (metaphorically or literally) in any particular situation,
others will remain dormant, so to speak. Which particular qualities
these will be is indeed dependent on the listening conventions of
our institution(s). But it will also depend on the personal and
momentary disposition of the listener. Institutional and personal
forces interact in focusing selectively on qualities in the artwork.
Working out a model for this is one of the most challenging tasks for
an institutional theory and an aesthetics of both music and
literature.


